CARIBBEAN ADVANCED PROFICIENCY EXAMINATION®
SCHOOL-BASED ASSESSMENT FEEDBACK TO SCHOOLS
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE UNIT 2

CENTRE CODE: ________________________ NAME OF CENTRE: ________________________ TERRITORY: ________________________

NAME OF TEACHER: ________________________ YEAR OF EXAMINATIONS: ________________________

Number of portfolios received: _____________

Number of portfolios examined: _____________

Sampling guidelines were adhered to _____________

Portfolios were properly identified with
- Candidates’ registration numbers _____________
- Name of centre _____________

Marks were clearly and accurately recorded _____________

A completed Moderation Form was submitted _____________

PROCESSING OF CARCASSES
1. The format used followed CXC guidelines
   □ Yes □ No □ Not Always

2. Marks awarded appropriately
   □ Yes □ No □ Not Always

MARKETING PLAN
1. The format used followed CXC guidelines
   □ Yes □ No

2. Analysis was
   □ Comprehensive □ Adequate □ Poor

3. Marks awarded appropriately
   □ Yes □ No □ Not Always

INVESTIGATION
1. The format used followed CXC guidelines
   □ Yes □ No □ Not Always

2. The discussion was
   □ Comprehensive □ Adequate □ Poor

3. Marks awarded appropriately
   □ Yes □ No □ Not Always

COMMENTs

Moderator’s Initials: ____________ Chief/Assistant Examiner’s Initials: ____________ Examiner’s Initials: ____________ Date: ________________________

April 2015